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This fully updated second edition of the Handbook on Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflict provides an international guide to humanitarian law in armed conflict, accompanied by case analysis and extensive explanatory comments by a group of eminent and world-renowned experts. Topics covered include historical development, the legal framework and the application of international humanitarian law; Methods and means of combat; protection of civilians, as well as wounded, sick or shipwrecked, as well as
prisoners of war; Protection of cultural property; The law of neutrality; and ensuring compliance with international humanitarian law. This edition also includes new chapters covering the law of obscure armed conflicts and international peacekeeping operations. Very topical issues are also discussed, including the role of the UN Security Council, the relevance of international humanitarian law in peacetime and post-conflict military operations, as well as enforcement of war crimes trials in national and international
courts. We use cookies to make your experience better. To comply with the new e-privacy directive, we must request your consent to set up cookies. Learn more. Toggle Nav Cookies are used to provide, analyze and improve our services; Provide chat tools and show you relevant content about advertising. You can find out more about our use of cookies here. Are you happy to take all the cookies? Accept all Cookie Manage files we use for cookies and similar tools, including those used by approved third parties
(collectively, cookies) for the purposes described below. You can learn more about how we (plus approved third parties) use cookies and how to change settings by visiting the Cookies notification. The choice you make here will apply to your interaction with the service on this device. Essential we use cookies to provide our services, such as tracking items stored in your shopping cart, preventing fraud, improving the security of our services, tracking your specific preferences (such as currency or language
preferences), and displaying features, products and services (such as chat tools) that you might be interested in. These cookies are necessary to provide our website and services and therefore cannot be disabled. Show Less Show More Performance and Analytics ON OFF We use cookies to understand how customers use our services so we can make improvements. For example, we use cookies for research and diagnostics to improve our content, products, and and to measure and analyze the effectiveness
of our services. Show Less Show More Advertising ON OFF We use cookies to serve you certain types of ads, including ads relevant to your interests on the book depository and work with approved third parties in the process of delivering advertising content, including ads relevant to your interests to make to efficiency of their ads, as well as to perform services on behalf of the book depository. Show Less Show More Category bd_js_shop:Shop, bd_js_too_long_for_shipping_label:Sorry, it's too long for our
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and other important materials, International Humanitarian Law offers students, faculty and practitioners an accessible and critically informed report on the theory, law and practice of international humanitarian law. By providing comprehensive, thematic and focused coverage of national and international affairs and materials, this book successfully balances doctrine with practical application to help readers understand how theories are applied in practice and easily navigate the law. Using critical and targeted
comments throughout, this book also helps readers better understand the consequences of the law and the challenges facing international humanitarian law today, including: cyberwarfare, detention, direct participation in hostilities, human rights in armed conflict and terrorism. Suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students and practitioners, International Humanitarian Law offers a thematic and comprehensive treatment of the issue. a well-structured, organized and comprehensive collection of
cases and materials that would be very useful for any course on international international Law. Marko Milanovic - Data on the use of the University of Nottingham are not currently available. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to include JavaScript in your browser. Massive, heartbreaking barbaric violations and battles between international states or even great powers, megalomania, Folie de grandeur, and even UN peacekeeping forces only lead us to to
understand the meagre contribution to the topic of IHL - Henrietta Newton Martin, Rudiments of International Humanitarian Law The World understood and noticed that the parties to the armed conflict in Gaza in 2014 violated the human rights and those who understand the subject of legal violations have already deciphered the extent to which most provisions of international humanitarian law are rejected (the whole piece of laws-ordinary/treaty, Conventions, including compelling precedents of the International
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Court of Justice), especially serious violations of the legal provisions of civil war; it was not only broken but obviously ignored by both sides of the conflict, so there has been a blatant abuse of humanitarian laws
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Finally, it is for countries around the world to understand the consequences of unrest, now that it has led to armed conflict, further, can easily lead to world disorder, and before it begins to find ways to put an end to it, because such a war would have engulfed not only the weak even the mighty, those who brandish power and actors alike, and no one is spared the wheels of conflict. Senior Legal Consultant and Author of Law international humanitarian law books free download. best books on international
humanitarian law
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